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Reviewed by Donna 

The Prophets is a story of two gay men aged 16 and 17, Samuel and 

Isaiah, “one black, the other purple”, who are enslaved on a Mississippi 

plantation called Empty. It is a powerful tale of love and resistance and 

the brutality of slavery. 

Samuel and Isaiah live with the animals in a barn where their love for 

each other shines. Not everyone on the plantation accepts their 

relationship – Amos, a fellow slave seeks to preach the gospel to save 

his fellow slaves but this new Christian god’s teachings lead to the 

betrayal of Isaiah and Samuel. Paul, the plantation owner, sees Samuel 

and Isaiah as “young bucks” perfect for breeding slaves to work on his 

plantation. Samuel and Isaiah’s relationship threatens the stability of 

the plantation and they are exposed and outcast. 

The author also explores the history of slavery and its effects on black 

culture, particularly in the area of gender. Samuel and Isaiah are descended from the African 

Kosongo people who were known to have fluid gender beliefs. The story is also told through the 

different characters, from the slave women who befriended Samuel and Isaiah and the plantation 

owner’s wife and their son, Tim. There are also the voices of the past, ancestors or biblical prophets, 

who enrich the stories of the past. 

The Prophets is ultimately a story of the enduring nature of love and the quest for physical and 

spiritual freedom. It tells of the deep humanity between both slaves and enslavers and the nature of 

human desire and depravity. Through the horrors and cruelty of slavery there was still a place for 

love. It is a confronting read at times, as any story of slavery is, but there are moments of beauty and 

heart-breaking tenderness and intimacy. 

I highly recommend The Prophets and is perfect for fans of the writing of Toni Morrison and James 

Baldwin 
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